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Breaks Inc.
Posted by breaksinc - 2010/12/12 12:21
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We Are: 

-Xpdex- 
-Seven-  

We rep: 

Krispy Beatz Recordings  
Unitedbreaks.FM  
NuBreaks.com  

We are here:  

Phx, Az. / Stateside USA  
Rock'n the 480/602/623 area codes!!  

Read up: ("knowledge is power"...) 

We roll like this: 

"Breaks Inc." is Phoenix Arizona's biggest  
breakbeat duo as Xpdex & Seven have emerged from the shadows as two of Arizona's biggest
breakbeat DJ's, and Producers. Their bass oriented, high energy track selection and clean mixing skills
will fill up any dance floor when they throw down together, or individually. 

In the past year alone they have toured  
several states and have played with some of the biggest names in the breakbeat industry including
Dustin Hulton, Dj Icey, Baby Anne, Dj Fixx, Aquasky, and Keith Mackenzie just to name a few. 

The production side of Breaks Inc. is now in full swing with an arsenal of over 40 original tunes/remixes
being produced in the last 2 years. Their debut release, the "Krystal Blue EP” was released on Krispy
Beatz Recordings in November 2008 w/ remixes from Discosynthetique & Miller (Orlando, FL), and
Spyke (from Russia). 

In April of 2010, Breaks Inc. received an invitation to be a part of Channel Surfer's “Silver Screen” remix
EP and remixed Channel Surfer’s “Long Breakdown” which was released onthe Televisionary
Recordings label. 

While the main label Breaks Inc. represents (K.B.R.) had to take some downtime due to a tragedy, the
duo wisely used the time to their advantage honing their production skills, developing their own unique
style of breaks, and blowing up practically every dance floor that they have encountered. 

With K.B.R. now back in full assault, the label has dropped Breaks Inc. remixes of A Crisis of Sound’s
“Already There”, "Fine Without You" from Shawn Davis, and a soon to come release from Breaking
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News entitled “LSD” that will also include a Breaks Inc. remix. 

This hard working duo are also starting their own new label in the coming months named Desert Breaks
Recordings to represent the many talented Artists/Producers that hail from Phoenix area, and
southwestern U.S., which will launch in December of 2010.  

We rock live: ("almost every week"...) 

"Saturday Sessions" on UBFM  
3pm-5pm(Pac) / 6pm-8pm(Est)  
Saturdays / www.unitebreaks.fm 

"Sunday Sessions" on NuBreaks  
3pm-5pm(Pac) / 6pm-8pm(Est)  
Sundays / www.Nubreaks.com 

We are also here: 

www.soundcloud.com/breaks-inc 
www.myspace.com/breaksinc  
www.facebook.com/breaksinc  
www.twitter.com/breaksinc  
www.unitedbreaks.fm  
www.nubreaks.com 

Booking: breaksinc@gmail.com  

BREAKS INC.... 

.....is all you need to know!!!!

============================================================================

Re:Breaks Inc.
Posted by MrSteve - 2010/12/15 19:15
_____________________________________

WELCOME ABOARD

============================================================================

Re: Breaks Inc.
Posted by wino1 - 2010/12/16 14:32
_____________________________________

Biggupz tha Breaks Inc!  Keep 'em coming guys!

============================================================================
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